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SMx Air Ride Pads

Comfort Fit™

The fit of your saddle pad can ultimately determine your
horse’s level of comfort during a ride. Fit, shock absorption
and ability to keep the saddle in place are all determining
factors of a saddle pad’s effectiveness.
That’s why the Comfort Fit Western Saddle Pad by
Professional’s Choice was designed with all of these factors
in mind. 15 years of scientific study went into creating the
perfect blend of internal mechanics on the Comfort-Fit
Saddle Pad. The seamlessly woven contoured pad is void
of any cuts or re-stitching, and features two Air Ride panels

that work independently to flex with the horse’s movement.
This ensures that your saddle stays firmly in place no matter
how hard your horse is performing. The Air Ride material is
comprised of closed-cell bubbles that react to pressure from
your body and your horse’s by distributing it over a wider
area, eliminating pressure points.

Hunter/Jumper Pad
The Professional’s Choice Hunter/Jumper pad is crafted
specifically for work over fences. Made of soft quilted cotton,
the pad doesn’t add any additional bulk while wicking away
moisture that develops during hard rides. In addition, a
lightweight layer of UltraShock™ lines the saddle’s contact
area so that as your horse jumps it doesn’t feel the impact of
the saddle’s pressure points, as shock is instantly reduced
by the UltraShock™ material before it ever reaches your
horse.

SMx® Air Ride English Under Pad
This non-slip pad is carefully constructed from energy
absorbing air channels that allow air to circulate, cooling the
horse’s back for maximum comfort. With its contoured high
rise at the withers and unique conforming design, this pad
will enhance saddle fit and the comfort of your horse when
worn with any English saddle.
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